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The invincible

Three-times Swiss hill climb champion, five-time winner of the German hill climb cup, winner and runner-up of the German hill climb championship
– in hill climb racing Marcel Steiner has indeed won almost everything anybody can win. More about Marcel Steiner´s successful season 2012 and
his plans for the future on the next page.
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MTU 3.1 for Midland Maxtra 10W-40
Midland Maxtra 10W-40 – particularly popular
in transport companies with a mixed fleet –
gets the official approval MTU 3.1.
Therefore as of now Midland Maxtra 10W-40
may without reservations be used for a number of large Diesel engines from the German
manufacturer MTU, engines mostly used in
ships, heavy-duty and rail vehicles. The release of Midland Maxtra 10W-40 last but not

least delights Ernst Falk of Panlog AG in Emmenbrücke. The company, which offers shunting
services for Swiss Steel, SBB Cargo and track
construction companies, uses Diesel shunting
locomotives with MTU engines, which demand
precisely this approval. «Thanks to this approval
we can include Midland as supplier and cooperate with a Swiss SME, something that
pleases us», explains Ernst Falk, head of the rail
wagon service at Panlog AG.
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RACING

EDITORIAL

Federico Ruta

Switzerland’s fastest man is back
In 2013, Urs Erbacher wants to reclaim the
European Championship in the Top Fuel Dragster class for Switzerland. Races in the US have
not yet been dismissed, however.
Looking on is nothing for Urs Erbacher. Therefore
in 2013 he wants to cover the complete racing
calendar of the FIA Top Fuel Dragster European

Championship and regain the title he won for the
third and last time in 2011. But he also keeps considering the North American NHRA: After the
2013 European Championship Urs wants to participate the last two races in the US – and win
them if possible. For this to be successful, the
Basle resident is still looking for additional sponsors. More under www.fatattack.ch.

On the road to serve people.

Federico Ruta
Midland Regional Advisor,
BE, FR, part of SO

RACING

Marcel Steiner accomplishes the Hattrick
For the third consecutive time, Marcel Steiner
wins the title as Swiss hill climb champion for
racing cars – and that although the competitors are close behind.
In the Swiss hill climb championship, Marcel
Steiner has not been beaten since two and a half
years. The attackers are correspondingly hungry
and do not grant the record champion any respite. In each race he must hold his ground anew.

And yet he fetches 10 overall wins and 7 track
records. His personal highlight 2012 is the stage
victory in Mickhausen, Germany: He defeats the
five-time European hill climb champion Simone
Faggioli, who is considered the «factory driver»
of Steiner›s vehicle supplier Osella. What comes
next? At the moment Marcel Steiner leaves it
open whether in 2013 he will again compete for
titles or start in selected races at home and abroad. We are tense. So are his adversaries.
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I have been at Oel-Brack AG for over 20
years. Before that time I worked as a trained car mechanic, but I knew even then
that I wanted to work as sales representative. Of course I immediately missed the
screwing part once I had started to work
as regional consultant. Yet it was the right
decision. I still do some screwing, older
American cars are my passion.
When I am with garage people and workshop managers, I feel that I am among
my equals. I understand their language
and they understand mine. Many of them
enjoy sitting down with me, are glad
even about spontaneous visits. But first
of all I had to establish my area. My area
is the largest of all Midland regional consultants, and that requires good
organization.
Should somebody at this point believe that
I have a very tight schedule and no time
for my customers and their concerns, then
that person is mistaken: In this respect
I am a «genuine Berner» and convinced
that I do a better counseling job with
people for whom I take time. For me the
person is central, and many long-standing
relationships show that I am right in this.
Anchoring Midland in the world of car
and two-wheel enthusiasts is another important concern of mine. Whenever we
support an event in the region, I go there,
represent the company, seek the dialogue
and get an overview. Because one gets
to know people yet another time by means
of their hobby. That’s something I cherish.

MIDLAND
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Midland synchronous with aar bus + bahn

M I D L A N D N O VA 1 0 W - 4 0 W I T H N E W
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

The fully synthetic Low SAPS fuel-economy
engine oil for the latest generation of Euro 5
and Euro 6 diesel engines in commercial vehicles meets as of now additional specifications:
Caterpillar ECF-1-a • Deutz DQC IV-10 LA • MB
Approval 235.27 • Renault RGD • Voith Retarder
Class A.
M I D L A N D S E N S O M AT I C M E E T S T H E
L AT E S T S TA N D A R D O F F O R D A N D M A Z D A

Since the spring of 2012, an articulated bus
from aar bus + bahn with Midland advertisement along the roof is en route in the complete

network of the Aarauer Verkehrsbetrieb. The
bus, which meets the Euro 4 standard, is like
the complete fleet filled with Nova 10W-40.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Interested visitors from Denmark

The low-viscosity automatic transmission fluid
Midland Sensomatic meets as of now the
standards Ford Mercon SP and Mazda ATF-FZ.
The complete list of specifications of the lowviscosity Midland Sensomatic is as follows:
Dexron VI (GM) • Hyundai/KIA/Mitsubishi SP-IV
• JASO 1A • Mazda ATF-FZ • Mercon LV/
Mercon SP (Ford) • MB Approval 236.12, 236.14,
236.15 • Nissan Matic S • Toyota WS (JWS
3324/NWS 9638). Not suitable for CVT.

SPORT

Logger World
Championship: Urs
Amstutz wins Bronze

In September 2012, the Midland partner for
Denmark visited the Midland headquarters
with a delegation of teachers from a technical
faculty in Copenhagen.
The specialist subject teachers came with the
intention to expand their knowledge concerning the production of lubricants as well as of
general tribology. Moreover they wanted to

gain basic knowledge for use in training their
students and trainees. After an intensive day
with theory and practice at the Midland headquarters, the journey continued to the hightech forge of Urs Erbacher in Allschwil. Here
the multiple European champion in drag racing
presented his sportive and technical dealings
to the visiting engine enthusiasts.

For the Felder team, the intensive training for
the World Logging Championship has paid off:
At the 30th World Logging Championship in
September 2012 in Belarus, Urs Amstutz won
the bronze medal after having been second in
his prime discipline «Limbing». As ever he worked with a Husqvarna chainsaw, lubricated
with Midland Bio Rotax chainsaw oil. Congratulations.

EVENT

The first Swiss Performance in Lucerne

From left to right, between the grid girls of the fair: Urs Erbacher,
Peter Müller (Midland) and Marcel Steiner

With 7,500 visitors, the first Swiss Performance
in Lucerne was a success. There was also quite
some action at the common booth of Fat Attack
and Midland. Highlight was the honouring of Urs
Erbacher und Marcel Steiner.
For the first time, in October 2012 the Swiss
Performance took place in Lucerne. Another
novelty was that the show combined exclusive

motorcycles and cars at the same location.
«Next year we want to offer an even better
show», assures Ruedi Steck. The data for the
second Swiss Performance Lucerne, 11 to 13
October 2013, should be something the fans of
tuning cars und custom bikes should enter in
their calendar right now. The fair will then take
place at the completed Lucerne Fair with completely new foyer.

The common booth of Fat Attack Custom
Bikes and Midland – Swiss Quality Oil met
with great interest. The highlights were no
doubt the party and interview with the two
successful racers Urs Erbacher and Marcel
Steiner. They received from Midland a commemorative plaque for their numerous successes and their long-standing job as brand
ambassadors.

RACING

Team HPS Technik: successful in rallye and supermotard
The HPS technology team can look back on a
very successful year 2012: runner-up in group N
of the Swiss rallye championship is only one of
many successes.
With their Subaru Impreza, Urs Hunziker and
Melli Wahl won rank 5 in all classes and rank 2
in group N of the Swiss rallye championship as
well as the fourth final rank in the Deutsche
Rallye Serie (DRS, German rally series). Luc
Hunziker became Swiss champion twice over –
both in the Swiss Supermoto championship of
the FMS in the Youngster 85 cm3 category and
the SAM Swiss Supermoto Championship in
the Kids 85 cm3 category. Reto Willimann became Swiss champion in the FMS Challenger
category and runner-up in the Seniors category
of the SAM. Martin Grütter got the third final
place in the FMS Quad Open category.
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OUR CUSTOMERS

Renault-Garage with a long tradition in Thurgau

The Garage Hofer AG is a family business with
two sites, in Altnau and Amriswil. Today the
company represents the brands Renault, Dacia,
Chrysler and Jeep.
«In the very beginning we were also dealing with
bikes and mopeds», says Niklaus Hofer, who still
works in the team of the Hofer AG garage, which
is meanwhile managed by his sons Nik and
Thomas. «That was in 1964», he remembers. At
that time he and his brother Peter founded the
company. Already in 1966 they took over the
Renault distribution. A far-reaching decision, as
became clear. Spurred on by the success. they
focused on cars, in 1974 outsourced the bike
business and in 1979 founded the current Hofer
AG garage.
In 1989 the Chrysler/Jeep dealership was added,
which turned out to be a good supplement. Five
years prior Peter Hofer had left the company and
Niklaus Hofer managed the business alone until
his sons Nik and Thomas entered the company.
In the spring 2001, the brothers assumed the

management of the enterprise, which to this day
employs 22 persons at the two sites Altnau and
Amriswil. Since 2001 the family company counts
on Midland products in the workshop, when it
comes to engine oil this is predominantly Renion
5W-30, which was developed especially for
Renault engines. For the new building at the
Amriswil location, which was inaugurated
in 2011, the oil delivery equipment could be supplied by «Midland – Swiss Quality Oil».

Garage Hofer AG
Landstrasse 24, 8595 Altnau
+41 71 695 11 14
Garage Hofer AG
Weinfelderstrasse 125, 8580 Amriswil
+41 71 410 24 14
info@garagehofer.ch
www.garagehofer.ch
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The horsepower Poseidon

Meinrad «Rädi» Halter has a shipyard. His
passion is tuning ship engines, however. And
for those he uses only engine oils from
Midland.
Several ships are stored or being overhauled in
the hall of the Alpnach industry. «Most shipyards
live on trade, I live on service, repairs, maintenance and storage of ships», says Rädi Halter.
However, his hobby and specialty are engines.
As trained car mechanic, he has early on been
interested in the technology to the smallest
detail. Today he is a sought-after expert for improving the performance of large ship engines
(500 to 800 hp). He is also one of the very few who
can program the software of engine controls
from scratch. For the optimized engines, which
are exposed to extreme stress, he uses the highperformance oil Midland Performance 20W-50.
The test stand holds an 8.2-liter V8-Big-Block
from Mercruiser, which is used in an offshore
powerboat in the Baltic Sea. The customer, who
is practical enough to help with the job, is like
most engine customers of Rädi Halter not from

Switzerland. He wanted increased performance,
and accordingly Halter modified the engine
block, connecting rods and pistons. A compressor with 5.5 PSI boost pressure is also added.
Rädi Halter sits down at the test bench and pushes the lever forward. The engine makes the hall
tremble: torque about 1,000 Nm, power more
than 760 hp. For a second Rädi Halter smiles like
a little boy. As soon as calm returns, his gaze becomes more critical. «Increasing the performance needs a lot of feeling», he explains. Quite evidently he is not happy with the performance curve
and wants to search further for an even better
solution. To be continued.

Marine Service Halter
Industriestrasse 16
6055 Alpnach Dorf
raedi@peak-performance.ch
+41 79 311 03 27
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Fun in the dirt and mud

Hans Hirt
All-rounder

the «Swiss National». Next meeting: 6 to 8 September 2013. Those who want to be there with
their Landy, Disco or Range can get information
online: www.lrc-edelweiss.com.
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Every year the Land Rover Club Edelweiss organizes an international meeting in the Three
Lakes region. In addition to off-road qualities,
sociability and coziness are also in demand at
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25 years of Oel-Brack AG
Peter Müller
Sales Manager
Lubricants Switzerland

5 years of Oel-Brack AG
Andi Strebel
Production
Lubricants
RACING

ASR BMW: more in 2013
The ASR BMW RR Power Team is content
with its first season. Yet Lorenz Sennhauser
(3rd place) and Chris Burri (4th place) are determined to improve their performance in 2013.
«For us this was the first season with BMW. The
change meant a lot of work», relates Lorenz
Sennhauser. Therefore there was less time for
modifying the BMW S 1000 RR. It was decided
to start into the season with a near-series
version in order to be able to start practicing

early on. The good rankings of Chris Burri and
Lorenz Sennhauser show that the strategy paid
off. However, the team of Adi Schwegler is intent on winning: «The BMW can do more. And
we will improve it», says Lorenz Sennhauser,
smiling, «for example further reduce the
weight». Thus the ASR BMW RR Power Team
intends to make it to the podium in the Swiss
championship.
asr-racing.ch bmw-motorrad.ch

We congratulate them on the occasion
of their jubilee, thank them for the good
cooperation, and look forward to the
future.
Marriage
Marcel and Annette Grob have
married. The entire Oel-Brack AG team
congratulates them and wishes the newlyweds all the best.

O U R PA R T N E R S

Lätti Garage: award for loyalty to Midland
In Münchenbuchsee BE, Rolf von Niederhäusern operates a garage, a tyre house and since
more than 10 years a Midland filling station.
At the turn of the millenium Rolf von Niederhäusern had to select a new fuel partner for
his filling station. He decided in favour of Midland and has not regretted it ever since. Peter
Müller from Oel-Brack AG thanked him by
presenting him a commemorative plaque in
September 2012.

Peter Müller and Rolf von Niederhäusern

The Midland filling station in Münchenbuchsee

Midland moves Switzerland www.oelbrack.ch

The Winners

Agenda

In the last Midlander issue, we offered a prize
draw for the Hangar Rockin›. The following
callers knew the correct answer (11th edition)
and could look forward to free admission to the
Hangar Rockin’ 2012:

21– 24 February 2013
Swiss Moto 2013, Motorcycle fair, Zurich

Kurt Aeberhard, USA-Cars, 3110 Münsingen;
Urban Fässler, Fässler Sägereiwerk, 9108 Gonten; Marlène Lüchinger, Alex Lüchinger Classic
Motors AG, 3362 Niederönz; Adrian Dähler,
Alex Lüchinger Classic Motors AG, 3362 Niederönz; Sam Brügger, US Car Drive AG, 3063 Ittigen
Congratulations.

13 / 14 April 2013
Motocross Wohlen
4 / 5 May 2013
Auto-Moto-Klassik, Basle
5 May 2013
American Live, Oensingen

Midland – an Oel-Brack AG brand

30 June 2013
Hill climb race Reitnau
5 / 6 July 2013
Hangar Rockin’ 2013, St. Stephan airfield

Rupperswilerstr. 3, CH-5502 Hunzenschwil
Tel. +41 (0)62 889 10 30, Fax +41 (0)62 889 10 49
info@oelbrack.ch, www.oelbrack.ch

